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Color Images

24-bit color image
each pixel is represented by three bytes (RGB)



Color Images

When the space is a concern, how could it possible
to obtain accurate color image and save the space
too?

 Quantizing the color information (8-bit color images)

8-bit color image 24-bit color image



Color Images

8-bit color image
o 256 colors
o Use the concept of a lookup table (LUT) to store color 

information
The images stores indices (LUT index) Instead of color



Color Images

Quantization



Color Images
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This data structure is called a 
color histogram



Color Images

color histogram24-bit image



Color Images

8-bit color image Color histogram

a 640 × 480 color image 
o 8-bit: 300kB (the same as 8-bit greyscale!)
o 24-bit: 921.6kB



Color Lookup Tables

• The idea is to store only the index, or code value instead of color
for each pixel
• The LUT is often called a palette.



Color Lookup Tables

• The idea is to store only the index, or code value instead of color 
for each pixel
• The LUT is often called a palette.



Color Reduction

 Simple method:
humans are more sensitive to R and G than to B

• 3-bit range 0…7 for Red and Green channels
• 2-bit range 0…3 for Blue channel

Divide the R or G byte value by 32 (256/8) and then truncate

Median Cut algorithm

How to make 8-bit lookup color out of 24-bit color?



Color Reduction

2 bits

3 bits

3 bits

Each box includes 
323264 colors

 Simple method:



Color Reduction

Median Cut algorithm

Step 1: Create a "cube" of the colors in the pixels of an image by
using each color component (R, G, and B) as an axis (e.g. x,y,z)



Median Cut algorithm

Step 2: Calculate the range of each color component (R, G, B)

Color Reduction



Median Cut algorithm

Step 3: For the component with the largest range, calculate the
median value, M

Color Reduction



Median Cut algorithm

Step 4: Split the "cube" of colors according to the median

Color Reduction



Color Reduction

Median Cut algorithm

If the number of cubes is equal
to our chosen number of desired
colors, exit the loop

Step 5: For each color cube,
calculate the range of each
component, choose the cube
which contains the largest range,
and repeat.



Median Cut algorithm

Step 6: For each cube, averaging
the colors in each box.

Color Reduction



Color Reduction

Clustering based methods

• K-means clustering
• Fuzzy C-mean clustering

Advantages:
 finding the optimal solution
 they can modify the centroids if it is needed

Disadvantages:
 high time consumption
 can be affected from the initial conditions



Color Reduction

K-means



Color Reduction

True color image 16 color image
K-means


